
 

 

 

Cabinet Vision update targets Leica lasers, measures up 
 

With the release of CV12 earlier this year, there is a lot to get excited about when it comes to updates. 
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence continues to leverage exciting partnerships and collaborations to 
develop the technologies that will drive the smart factories of tomorrow.  For millwork and cabinet 
shops, the Cabinet Vision and Leica Geosystems partnership is the one to watch. 

 

 



 

Both the Leica DISTO S910, and the Leica 3D Disto enjoy a seamless integration in Cabinet Vision - both 
offering great options for accurate measuring and templating. Whether you connect from the devices 
via the built-in WiFi adapter, or plug in using the cables, the results remain the same: reliable accuracy.  

When using Version 12, connect to Leica through the Utilities tab once you have created a new project. 
From there, choose how you want to scan. For unfinished walls, you can select your desired Wall 
Cladding to make sure Cabinet Vision adjusts for the finishing material. For the hard-to-understand 
measurement locations, turn on the Image Capture. Both the S910 and 3D Disto use the Leica camera 
lenses to store the photos so that any off-site explanations can be made accurately and promptly.  

Once your set up is complete, simply follow Cabinet Vision’s easy-to-use prompts. Select the “Click Here 
to Start” button and follow along on the screen. Cabinet Vision walks you through each stage of the 
scan, all while it inputs everything you’re doing in real-time for up-to-the-second results.  

Have some doors? Maybe some windows? Cabinet Vision can not only place those objects using the 
Leica Disto, Cabinet Vision can automatically place the desired window make/model from your existing 
catalog.  

Don’t forget the switches/outlets/plumbing - your Leica can scan that too! Your room drawing is 
instantly ready for your custom designs, and quick manufacturing using screen-to-machine technology. 

Contact your local Planit Canada rep for more info.  

 


